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To: Those Who Work The Dirt With Their Blood, Sweat 

& Tears  

bcc: Those Who Take The Dirt by Tyranny  



• "Remember, democracy never lasts long. It soon wastes, exhausts, and murders itself? There never was a democracy that did 
not commit suicide." Samuel Adams 

• "The real truth of the matter is, as you and I know, that a financial element in the larger centers has owned government ever 
since the days of Andrew Jackson." Franklin D. Roosevelt in a letter to Woodrow Wilson's closest adviser, Col. Edward M. 
House dated Nov. 21. 1933. 

• "Since I entered politics, I have chiefly had men's views confided to me privately. Some of the biggest men in the U.S., in the 
field of commerce and manufacturing, are afraid of somebody, are afraid of something. They know that there is a power 
somewhere so organized, so subtle, so watchful, so interlocked, so complete, so pervasive, that they had better not speak 
above their breath when they speak in condemnation of it." Woodrow Wilson - In The New Freedom 1913) 

• "Usurpation is the customary weapon by which free governments are destroyed." George Washington Farewell Address 

 
Abstract  
More dots of debauchery are added to the saga of the escalating tyranny in America. As I 
continue to research this intriguing story new tentacles of taking of our precious unalienable 
rights are added near daily. I find America is not unlike the "Rain Man" played by Dustin 
Hoffman, i.e. brilliant but a megasavant with all due respect for the illness. The deeper one peers, 
the more dots of taking I find. This cancer of taking spreads across the entire body of America 
and deep down through time. While George Washington "won" the battle with a couple thousand 
of his most loyal men who were freezing and starving to death, Congress and America abandon 
and betrayed him except for a handful. While there was a definite military victory due to General 
Washington alone, at the same time nothing changed beneath the surface of that military victory. 
The debauchery never left, just Lord North and his 15,000 troops. While We The People live at a 
standard of living a quantum level above the era of the American Revolution, we are truly more 
enslaved than we were under King George. Look at the picture of the old women and the young 
women above and here http://mathworld.wolfram.com/YoungGirl-OldWomanIllusion.html. This 
is the illusion we have in America. We have to blink our eyes and shift our consciousness to see 
both sides of this picture.  
 
This country never became a constitutional republic as intended by the Founding 
Fathers. The great American experiment was put upon the rack and dismembered 
so quickly after 1776 it is difficult to see what the intended body looked like. We 
can read about the original intent but the body never fully developed. America was 
born a "Rain man".  
Read about the real Rain man, Kim Peek, here 
http://amillionlittlepieces.spaces.live.com/blog/cns!F7BBCC8D35DFF2A0!642.entry. He is an expert in 
some 15 subjects and can read one page with one eye and the other page with the 
other eye and remembers 95% of the information years later. "Yet, simple physical 
tasks confound him. He is unable to dress himself or turn on a light switch." Like 
America, he is extraordinary, but he cannot do the simplest tasks to care for 
himself or others. i.e. America is crippled and has crippled her own people beyond 
recognition.  
 



• Congress + central banking families, e.g. Rothschild's + Franklin New Dealers, 
"new economics", i.e. Keynesian economics near monopolized economic policy in 
the US and around the world for four decades starting from the mid 1930's. Read 
how this failed. http://feetest.aristotle.net/pdf/the-freeman/ebeling1104.pdf 

• 1913 was a pivotal year taking individual freedom, i.e. unconstitutional "Federal 
Reserve" Act & 16th Amendment.  

• The Civil War was orchestrated by Northern tax tyranny.  

• As American colonies were taxed into revolution from 1675 to 1775 by the British, 
the new American government turned quickly against the people forgetting her 
"lessons learned". 

• American "leaders" and special interests drove the people into orchestrated 
needless wars, depressions, taxing them to death to pay for their intentional 
debauchery changing the rules as they went, e.g. collecting unconstitutional 
voluntary direct taxes by tyranny even after the grave.  

• Individual unalienable rights were pulled out by the roots.  

• The garden of freedom was quickly poisoned by greed and power.  

The collateral damage, in part, to our unalienable rights of the last 231 years is:  
• American government and its citizens are oppressed and controlled.  
• Over the last two centuries, American politicians have increasingly colluded back 

room deals further compromising our rights.  
• This has resulted in the taking of our private property, water, food supplies, 

energy supplies, wages, education, etc.  
• Elections are chimerical, candidates are pre selected, there is only an illusion of 

choice  
• Far more powerful interests control America than its voters 

Without unalienable rights:  
1. We have no free will or free choice 
2. There is no clear distinction between "mine and thine" 
3. There is no line in the "sand" that government or non government 

cannot walk across to steal our property 
4. Without respect and honor for the absolute nature of unalienable 

rights, freedom falls apart, i.e. read on.... 
5. We have no honest elections, urban politicians have debauched the 

system for illegitimate votes & cheap labor 
6. We have no borders, they have been ignored by urban politicians and 

globalist for the same reason. 
7. Our 2nd Amendment rights are under assault by urban political 

socialists and communists 



8. We have no 5th Amendment rights, private property has been ripped 
out by urban green extreme & their party 

9. We have no hard money based monetary system or currency required 
by the constitution, this has been ripped out by centralized European 
and U.S. bankers long ago with the help of Congress. 

10. All private property taxes are unconstitutional, i.e. upon our homes, 
land, wages and personal property. 

11. Our unalienable rights are not only ignored but forgotten by everyone  
• "Unalienable: incapable of being alienated, that is, sold & 

transferred." Black's Law Dictionary, Sixth Edition, pg. 1523 
12. The 16th Amendment was never legitimately ratified, i.e. it is 

fraudulent. 
13. There have 8 separate Supreme Court decisions confirming the 16th 

Amendment couldn't be used to tax people. 
14. Other constitutional amendments are suspected to be fraudulently 

ratified, e.g. 14th & 17th, see link at #22 
15. The original 13th Amendment is missing in the constitution - see 

http://www.barefootsworld.net/index.html  
16. There is no law that says you have to pay "income" taxes, the IRS 

cannot produce it.  
17. "Income" is gain and profit not wages 
18. All mainstream media, liberal and conservative, ignore the above 

takings, because they are kept in business to appease their following 
on the backs of private property owners.  

19. Neither media, nor political parties, nor government dare call these 
takings by their real name, i.e. treason, because they will loose their 
sources of revenue. 

20. People who take our private property, i.e. wages, homes, land, water, 
vehicles, et al refuse to support themselves. 

21. "Take" = tax or regulate or encroach or usurp or embezzle or force 
upon or coerce or otherwise steal 

22. All the laws of the universe have been turned upside down & 
backwards to appease the takers over 200 years. 

23. There is No law of the land allowing forced taking of private property 
from A and giving to B. 

24. There is no law of nature that requires anyone to give anything to 
another, especially using force. 

25. Common and constitutional law have been thrown out. 
26. Prior high court rulings drawing clear boundaries around private 

property are ignored especially prior to 1938. 



27. The Constitution is Hanging By A Thread -  
• Without comment, the Supreme Court decided not to hear We The People 

v. United States, a case which, if heard, would have required the Court to 
declare -- for the first time history -- whether the Government is obligated 
to respond to proper Petitions by ordinary, private individuals for Redress 
of Grievances - specifically Grievances alleging unconstitutional behavior 
by the Government, and whether the individual having so Petitioned, has 
the Right to act to peacefully hold the Government accountable if the 
Government refuses to respond.  

• http://www.wethepeoplefoundation.org/UPDATE/Update2008-01-13.htm 
28. If you want to understand more about the debauching of our laws, 

print this out and read it. 
• The UCC Connection http://usa-the-

republic.com/revenue/ucc%20connection.html 
29. When 1% of Americans understand the above facts, you will see a 

tidal wave of take back roll across America 
30. The founding fathers understood Free Choice was the secret to 

success in America  
31. http://usa-the-republic.com/ 

• "President" Taft was not a natural born citizen of the United 
States and should never have been president  

• Resolutions cannot become laws  
• The U.S. Senate has not been in session legally since 1913  
• Read more about the so called "Federal Reserve" here 

http://usa-the-
republic.com/items%20of%20interest/Inherent%20National%2
0Bankruptcy.html 

32. The federal government confiscates our private property for 
unconstitutional federal tax revenue 

33. The state government confiscates our private property for 
unconstitutional state tax revenue 

34. The county government confiscates our private property for 
unconstitutional property tax revenue 

35. The teacher unions confiscates our private property to fund their 
livelihood, also unconstitutional  

36. The corporations confiscate our labor & our private property for their 
own profit and gain 

37. The central bankers confiscate our private property by debauching our 
monetary system  

38. The globalist confiscate our public & private property by breaking the 
borders and our sovereignty  



39. The socialists confiscate our private property to take from A and give 
to B and to C (themselves) 

40. The communist in America confiscate our morals, values, traditions 
and our God. 

41. The great 1929 depression was an unconstitutional confiscation of 
private property to centralize banking control 

42. Our individual unalienable rights have been breeched. 
43. We The People are enslaved by the state and those who control them. 
44. So go taxes, so go the out sourcing of jobs and the economy in 

America 
45. As this cycle of tyranny and larceny escalates, businesses who can, 

leave the country, transferring more indirect tax onto those forced to 
pay voluntary direct tax.  

46. All this the Framers knew well to limit the size of government, they 
were running from what we have become. 

47. Thus the economy increasingly goes underground to avoid 
unconstitutional tax oppression. 

48. Legislatures were originally called burgesses and were formed by 
kings to collect taxes. 

49. The fed is privately owned, nationally incorporated for profit 
business, no one knows who owns it. 

50. Every government employee is a burden on freedom further taking 
from our individual sovereignty. 

51. This spiral of taking will continue to escalate until 1% of the 
population breaks this feudal despotic chain. 

52. ONLY FREE CHOICE can moderate tyranny and create the miracles 
and abundance which is all around us. 

53. Read "Power vs. Force by David R. Hawkins, M.D. Ph.D to 
understand why the use of force is feudal. 

 

1. http://thefreedomfellowship.blogspot.com/  

Wednesday, January 9, 2008 
 

New Hampshire District Admits Ron Paul Vote Skew  
The head clerk of the New Hampshire township of Sutton has been forced to admit that Ron Paul 
received 31 votes yet when the final amount was transferred to a summary sheet and sent out to 
the media, the total was listed as zero. The fiasco throws the entire primary into doubt and could 
lead to a re-count. 
 



Vote Fraud Expert Warns Of New Hampshire Chicanery  
Vote fraud expert Bev Harris has warned that New Hampshire's electronic voting machines are 
wide open to fraud and that even modestly skilled computer programmers were able to identify 
key vulnerabilities within ten minutes of assessing them as key Democrat and Republican 
primaries unfold today. 
 

Errors Transposing Votes and Diebold Machines Issues  
Allegations of vote fraud in New Hampshire’s primary are growing. The data from Diebold 
electronic voting machines is up to 5% points different than the hand-written ballots that were 
cast. Sutton Town has now reported an error in transposing votes and an employee of LHS 
Associates, whom counted 81% of the vote, has a criminal record. 
 
 

2. http://www.whatreallyhappened.com/archives/cat_vote_fraud.html 

January 09, 2008 
THIS IS THE MAN WHO CONTROLS NEW HAMPSHIRE ELECTION PROGRAMMING  
John Silvestro and his small private business, LHS Associates www.lhsassociates.com , has 
exclusive programming contracts for ALL New Hampshire voting machines, which combined 
will count about 81 percent of the vote in the primary. And as to Super Tuesday and beyond: 
Silvestro also has the programming contracts for the states of Connecticut, Massachusetts, and 
Vermont.  
Clear Evidence Of Widespread Vote Fraud In New Hampshire  
There were several major vote fraud issues to arise out of the New Hampshire primary revolving 
mainly around Ron Paul and Barack Obama, who were both seemingly cheated out of third and 
first places respectively as a result of rigged Diebold voting machines and deliberate malfeasance 
in the counting of hand-written paper ballots.  
 

3. http://www.bbvforums.org/forums/messages/8/114.html  

"(TX)Another corrupt official, election tampering"  
"(US)Can you count on these machines"  
"(AK)Impossible to tell whether 2004 count correct"  
"(KY) Candidate for elections chief pleads guilt to forgery"  
"(US) FEC doors shut, no one left to answer phones..."  
 

4. http://www.afterdowningstreet.org/?q=node/29846  

How to Rig An Election: Foreword 
Submitted by David Swanson on Sun, 2008-01-06 12:45.  
By Allen Raymond and Ian Spiegelman, Huffington Post 
The first sign of trouble at my sentencing hearing came when the judge cut off my lawyer in the 
middle of his statement. 



"What about common sense!?" Judge Joseph DiClerico said, referring to me. "What about a 
personal moral compass?" 
 

5. http://www.truthout.org/docs_03/voting.shtml  

How to Rig an Election in the United States 
Sludge Report #154 ? Bigger Than Watergate! 
By C.D. Sludge 
Tuesday 08 July 2003 

6. Abuses and Usurpations - 
http://www.constitution.org/cs_abuse.htm 

"The contest is not between Us and Them, but between Good and Evil,  
and if those who would fight Evil adopt the ways of Evil, Evil wins." 

Find out just what the people will submit to and 
you have found out the exact amount of injustice 
and wrong which will be imposed upon them; 
and these will continue until they are resisted 
with either words or blows, or with both. The 
limits of tyrants are prescribed by the 
endurance of those whom they oppress. 
— Frederick Douglass, civil rights activist, Aug. 
4, 1857 
 
Any power that can be abused will be abused. 
— Tyranny Law #1 
 
Abuse always expands to fill the limits of 
resistance to it. 
— Tyranny Law #2 
 
If people don't resist the abuses of others, they 
will have no one to resist the abuses of 
themselves, and tyranny will prevail. 
— Tyranny Law #3 

John R. Venrick  
King Communist County  
Socialist State of Washington  
Enumclaw, WA  
P.S. Rachael Carson's Silent Springs is a hoax 
http://www.lewrockwell.com/rockwell/silent-spring.html  
The level of debauchery in America has no end until people understand that junk 
science is junk until it can be repeated by independent laboratories not on the 
government dole or on some green eastern extreme dole. The same applies to 



political science and financial science. However the labatory of the latter two have 
been an experiment upon We The People taking our every freedom fro over two 
hundred years.  
 


